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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In a November 12, 2021, blog post,  Maryanne Demasi, Ph.D., reviews how the beneLts of the

COVID-19 shots have been exaggerated by the drug companies and misrepresented to the public by

an uncritical media. She has previously given many lectures on how the drug companies conRated

absolute and relative risks for statin drugs.

Demasi was a respected Australian science presenter at ABC television until she produced a

Catalyst report on the dangers of Wi-Fi and cellphones. In the wake of the controversy it raised, she

and 11 of her staff members were axed and the episode retracted.  That was 2016. Today, Demasi

is one of the few professional journalists seeking and publishing the truth about COVID-19.

Absolute Versus Relative Risk Reduction

In her post, Demasi highlights one of the most commonly used tricks in the book — conRating

absolute and relative risk reduction. As noted by Demasi, AstraZeneca and Australia’s health

minister, Greg Hunt, claimed the AstraZeneca injection offered “100% protection” against COVID-19

death. How did they get this number? Demasi explains:

“In the trial  of 23,848 subjects ... there was one death in the placebo group and no deaths

in the vaccinated group. One less death out of a total of one, indeed was a relative

reduction of 100%, but the absolute reduction was 0.01%.”

Similarly, PLzer’s COVID shot was said to be 95% effective against the infection, but this too is the

relative risk reduction, not the absolute reduction. The absolute risk reduction for PLzer’s shot was

a meager 0.84%.

It’s worth noting that an incredibly low number of people were infected in the Lrst place. Only 8 out

of 18,198 vaccine recipients developed COVID symptoms (0.04%), and 162 of the 18,325 in the

placebo group (0.88%).

Since your risk of COVID was minuscule to begin with, even if the shot was able to reduce your

absolute risk by 100%, it would still be trivial in real-world terms.

According to Gerd Gigerenzer, director of the Harding Centre for Risk Literacy at the Max Planck

Institute, only quoting the relative risk reduction is a “sin” against transparent communication, as it

can be used as a “deliberate tactic to manipulate or persuade people.” Demasi also quotes John

Ioannidis, professor at Stanford University, who told her:

“This is not happening just for vaccines. Over many decades, RRR [relative risk reduction]

has been the dominant way of communicating results of clinical trials. Almost always, RRR

looks nicer than absolute risk reductions.”

Demasi continues:

“When asked if there was any justiLcation for misleading the public about the vaccine’s

beneLts to encourage uptake, Prof Ioannidis rejected the notion.

‘I don't see how one can increase uptake by using misleading information. I am all in favor

of increasing uptake, but this needs to use complete information, otherwise sooner or later

incomplete information will lead to misunderstandings and will backLre,’ says Ioannidis.

The way authorities have communicated risk to the public, is likely to have misled and

distorted the public’s perception of the vaccine’s beneLt and underplayed the harms. This,

in essence, is a violation of the ethical and legal obligations of informed consent.”

US Health Authorities Have Misrepresented the Data

U.S. health authorities, like Australia’s, are guilty of misrepresenting the data to the public. In

February 2021, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention director Rochelle Walensky co-wrote a

JAMA paper  which stated that “Clinical trials have shown that the vaccines authorized for use in

the U.S. are highly effective against COVID-19 infection, severe illness and death.”

Alas, “there were too few deaths recorded in the controlled trials at the time to arrive at such a

conclusion,” Demasi writes.  This observation was made by professor Peter Doshi, associate editor

of The BMJ, during Sen. Ron Johnson’s Expert Panel on Federal Vaccine Mandates, November 1,

2021.  During that roundtable discussion, Doshi stated that:

“The trials did not show a reduction in deaths, even for COVID deaths ... Those who

claimed the trials showed that the vaccines were highly effective in saving lives were

wrong. The trials did not demonstrate this.”

Indeed, the six-month follow-up of PLzer’s trial showed 15 deaths in the vaccine group and 14

deaths in the placebo group. Then, during the open label phase, after PLzer decided to eliminate

the placebo group by offering the actual shot to everyone who wanted it, another Lve deaths

occurred in the vaccine group.

Two of those Lve had originally been in the placebo group, and had taken the shot in the open label

phase. So, in the end, what we have are 20 deaths in the vaccine group, compared to 14 in the

placebo group. We also have the suspicious fact that two of the placebo participants suddenly died

after getting the real deal.

How You Express Effect Size Matters

As noted in a July 2021 Lancet paper,  “fully understanding the ekcacy and effectiveness of

vaccines is less straightforward than it might seem. Depending on how the effect size is expressed,

a quite different picture might emerge.”

The authors point out that the relative risk reduction really needs to “be seen against the

background risk of being infected and becoming ill with COVID-19, which varies between

populations and over time.” This is why the absolute risk reduction Lgure is so important:

“Although the RRR considers only participants who could beneLt from the vaccine, the

absolute risk reduction (ARR), which is the difference between attack rates with and

without a vaccine, considers the whole population ...

ARR is also used to derive an estimate of vaccine effectiveness, which is the number

needed to vaccinate (NNV) to prevent one more case of COVID-19 as 1/ARR. NNVs bring a

different perspective: 81 for the Moderna–NIH, 78 for the AstraZeneca–Oxford ... 84 for

the J&J, and 119 for the PLzer–BioNTech vaccines.

The explanation lies in the combination of vaccine eecacy and different background risks

of COVID-19 across studies: 0.9% for the PLzer–BioNTech ... 1.4% for the Moderna–NIH,

1.8% for the J&J, and 1.9% for the AstraZeneca–Oxford vaccines.

ARR (and NNV) are sensitive to background risk — the higher the risk, the higher the

effectiveness — as exempliLed by the analyses of the J&J's vaccine on centrally conLrmed

cases compared with all cases: both the numerator and denominator change, RRR does not

change (66–67%), but the one-third increase in attack rates in the unvaccinated group

(from 1.8% to 2.4%) translates in a one-fourth decrease in NNV (from 84 to 64) ...

With the use of only RRRs, and omitting ARRs, reporting bias is introduced, which affects

the interpretation of vaccine eecacy.

When communicating about vaccine eecacy, especially for public health decisions such as

choosing the type of vaccines to purchase and deploy, having a full picture of what the data

actually show is important, and ensuring comparisons are based on the combined evidence

that puts vaccine trial results in context and not just looking at one summary measure, is

also important.”

The authors go on to stress that comparing the effectiveness of the COVID shots is further

hampered by the fact that they use a variety of different study protocols, including different

placebos. They even differ in their primary endpoint, i.e., what they consider a COVID case, and how

and when diagnosis is made, and more.

“We are left with the unanswered question as to whether a vaccine with a given eecacy in

the study population will have the same eecacy in another population with different levels

of background risk of COVID-19,” the authors note.

One of the best real-world examples of this is Israel, where the relative risk reduction was 94% at

the outset and an absolute risk reduction of 0.46%, which translates into an NNV of 217. In the

Phase 3 PLzer trial, the absolute risk reduction was 0.84% and the NNV 119.  As noted by the

authors:

“This means in a real-life setting, 1.8 times more subjects might need to be vaccinated to

prevent one more case of COVID-19 than predicted in the corresponding clinical trial.”

SARS-CoV-2 SpeciIc Antibodies Pose Danger for the Obese

In related news, a recent study  published in the International Journal of Obesity warns that “the

majority of SARS-CoV-2-speciLc antibodies in COVID-19 patients with obesity are autoimmune and

not neutralizing.”

In plain English, if you’re obese, you’re at risk of developing autoimmune problems if you get the

natural infection. You’re also at higher risk of a serious infection, as the antibodies your body

produces are not the neutralizing kind that kill the virus. As explained by the authors:

“SARS-CoV-2 infection induces neutralizing antibodies in all lean but only in few obese

COVID-19 patients. SARS-CoV-2 infection also induces anti-MDA [malondialdehyde, a

marker of oxidative stress and lipid peroxidation] and anti-AD [adipocyte-derived protein

antigens] autoimmune antibodies more in lean than in obese patients as compared to

uninfected controls.

Serum levels of these autoimmune antibodies, however, are always higher in obese versus

lean COVID-19 patients. Moreover ... we also evaluated the association of anti-MDA and

anti-AD antibodies with serum CRP and found a positive association between CRP and

autoimmune antibodies.

Our results highlight the importance of evaluating the quality of the antibody response in

COVID-19 patients with obesity, particularly the presence of autoimmune antibodies, and

identify biomarkers of self-tolerance breakdown. This is crucial to protect this vulnerable

population at higher risk of responding poorly to infection with SARS-CoV-2 than lean

controls.”

Now, these Lndings apply to obese people who develop the natural infection, but it makes one

wonder whether the same holds true for the COVID jab. If the antibodies produced in response to

the actual virus are primarily autoantibodies, will obese people develop autoantibodies instead of

neutralizing antibodies in response to the COVID shot as well?

For clarity, an autoantibody is an antibody that is directed against one or more of your own body’s

proteins. Many autoimmune diseases are caused by autoantibodies that target and attack your own

tissues or organs.

So, this is no small concern, seeing how the mRNA in the COVID shots (and subsequent SARS-CoV-

2 spike protein, which is what your body produces antibodies against) gets distributed throughout

your body and accumulates in various organs.

Vermont’s COVID Cases Despite Highest Vaccination Rate

At this point, there’s an overwhelming amount of evidence showing the COVID shots are not

working. What little protection you do get clearly wanes within a handful of months, and may leave

you worse off than you were before. We’re seeing data to this effect from a number of different

places.

In the U.S., we can now look at Vermont.  At nearly 72% vaccinated, it has the highest rate of “fully

vaccinated” residents in the country, according to ABC News,  yet COVID cases are now suddenly

surging to new heights.

U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention data show Vermont had the 12th highest COVID

case rate in the nation as of November 9, 2021. Over the previous seven days, cases had increased

by 42%. It couldn’t have been due to a surge in testing, though, as the weekly average of tests

administered had only increased by 9% in that time.

What’s more, during that Lrst week of November, the hospital admission rate for patients who were

fully vaccinated increased by 8%, while the admission rate for those who were not fully vaccinated

actually decreased by 15%.

“ Data from physician assistant Deborah Conrad
shows vaccinated people are nine times more likely
to be hospitalized than the unvaccinated.”

Keep in mind that you’re not considered “fully vaccinated” until two weeks after your second

injection. If you got your second dose a week ago and end up in the hospital with COVID symptoms,

you’re counted as unvaccinated. This gross manipulation of reality makes it very dikcult to

interpret the data, but even with this manipulation it is beyond obvious that the vaccines are failing.

Overall, the case rate in Vermont is FAR higher now than it as in the fall of 2020, when no one had

gotten the “vaccine.” According to Vermont health commissioner Dr. Mark Levine, the surge is

occurring primarily among unvaccinated people in their 20s and children aged 5 through 11 — a

curious coincidence, seeing how the shots are just now being rolled out for 5- to 11-year-olds.

Levine blames the surge on the highly infectious delta variant, but delta has been around for

months already. The Lrst case of delta in Vermont was identiLed in mid-May 2021.  Surely, it

wouldn’t have taken six months for this most-infectious of variants to make the rounds and cause

an unprecedented spike?

Two clues are given by Levine, however, when he admits that a) Vermont has one of the lowest

rates of natural immunity in the U.S. and b) protection is waning among those who got the COVID

shot early to mid-year. Breakthrough cases among the fully vaccinated shot up 31% during the Lrst

week of November.

Fully Vaxxed Are Nine Times More Likely To Be Hospitalized

Coincidentally, data from physician assistant Deborah Conrad, presented by attorney Aaron Siri

October 17, 2021, shows vaccinated people are nine times more likely to be hospitalized than the

unvaccinated.

The key, however, was in what they counted as vaccinated. Rather than only including those who

had gotten the shot two weeks or more before being hospitalized, they simply counted those who

had one or more shots, regardless of when, as vaccinated. This gives us an honest accounting,

Lnally! As explained by Siri:

“A concerned Physician Assistant, Deborah Conrad, convinced her hospital to carefully

track the COVID-19 vaccination status of every patient admitted to her hospital. The result

is shocking.

As Ms. Conrad has detailed, her hospital serves a community in which less than 50% of the

individuals were vaccinated for COVID-19 but yet, during the same time period,

approximately 90% of the individuals admitted to her hospital were documented to have

received this vaccine.

These patients were admitted for a variety of reasons, including but not limited to COVID-

19 infections. Even more troubling is that there were many individuals who were young,

many who presented with unusual or unexpected health events, and many who were

admitted months after vaccination.”

Despite these troubling Lndings, health authorities ignored Conrad when she reached out. In mid-

July 2021, Siri’s law Lrm also sent formal letters to the CDC, the Health and Human Services

Department and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration on Conrad’s behalf,  and those were

ignored as well.

“This again highlights the importance of never permitting government coercion and

mandates when it comes to medical procedures,” Siri writes.

Now, one of the most shocking details gleaned from Conrad’s data collection, which Siri failed to

make clear but Steve Kirsch highlights in a recent substack post is that:

“The only way you can get those numbers is if vaccinated people are 9 times more likely to

be hospitalized than unvaccinated. It is mathematically impossible to get to those numbers

any other way. Period. Full stop. This is known as an ‘inconvenient truth.’”

Indeed, the more data we gain access to, the worse it looks for these COVID shots. Unfortunately,

those who push them seem hell-bent on ignoring any and all data that don’t support their stance.

Worse, it seems data and statistics are being intentionally manipulated by our health authorities to

present a false picture of safety and effectiveness. All such tactics are indefensible at this point,

and people who believe the okcial narrative without doing their own research do so at their own

risk.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a new

social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

4,176 ratings

ORDER NOW
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How COVID-19 Jab BeneIts Are Exaggerated
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola $ Fact Checked

One of the most commonly used tricks to make a drug look more effective than it is in a real-

world setting is to conRate absolute and relative risk reduction. While AstraZeneca boasted a

relative reduction of 100%, the absolute reduction was 0.01%. For the PLzer shot, the relative

risk reduction was initially 95%, but the absolute risk reduction was only 0.84%

%

In AstraZeneca’s trial, only 0.04% of people in the vaccine group, and 0.88% in the placebo

group were infected with SARS-CoV-2. When the background risk of infection is that low, even

a 100% absolute risk reduction becomes near-meaningless

%

Research shows the majority of SARS-CoV-2-speciLc antibodies in obese COVID-19 patients are autoimmune and not neutralizing. This means that if

you’re obese, you’re at risk of developing autoimmune problems if you get the natural infection. You’re also at higher risk of a serious infection, as

the antibodies your body produces are not the neutralizing kind that kill the virus. Does the same hold true for antibodies made in response to the

COVID jab?

%

At nearly 72%, Vermont has the highest rate of “fully vaccinated” residents in the country, yet COVID cases are suddenly surging to new heights.

During the Lrst week of November 2021, cases increased by 42%. The hospital admission rate for fully vaccinated patients increased by 8%, while the

admission rate for those who were not fully vaccinated decreased by 15%. Local health authorities blame the surge on the highly infectious delta

variant, which would be odd if true, since the Lrst delta case in Vermont was detected back in mid-May

%

Data from physician assistant Deborah Conrad show vaccinated people — counting anyone who got one or more shots, regardless of time since the

injection — are nine times more likely to be hospitalized than the unvaccinated
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Guillermou
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TEN THINGS YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THE EXPERIMENTAL COVID MRNA VACCINES: 1. Experimental COVID Vaccines:

Never-Before-Used Tools to Modify and Program Your Genetics; 2. Experimental COVID Vaccines: mRNA Vax is an Operating System;

3. Experimental COVID Vaccines: Safety Abandoned; 4. Experimental COVID Vaccines: Dangerous Adverse Effects; 5. Experimental

COVID Vaccines: COVID Vax Only Designed to Stop Mild Symptoms; 6. Experimental COVID Vaccines: COVID Vax Not Designed to Stop

Transmission; 7. The Covid-19 “Experimental” mRNA Vaccine. Are You Being Told the Truth?; 8. Experimental COVID Vaccines: WHO

Admits There’s No Evidence COVID Vax Works; 9. Experimental COVID Vaccines: Contains PEGylated Lipid Nanoparticles Which Can

Cause Disease; 10. Experimental COVID Vaccines: PLzer Vaccine Fallout.

A staggering number of people have been hurt, damaged, injured and killed by PLzer's COVID vax. Look at the following headlines,

data and links. CDC data shows that 2.7% of people who took it "can't do their normal daily activities, can't work."

www.globalresearch.ca/10-things-you-need-know-about-experimental-covid..  (Nov. 20, 2021)
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Thanks Gui.  I've made a copy of your list to post elsewhere.   I think Leahoz is right, we need a parallel universe to have/save

our own lives.  For sure so many of us have more living skills than people do today.  I've grown all my own vegetables to last a

long winter, jams, jellies, etc.  I still sew, cook, etc.  I'm making a hanging for my bedroom window from Thinsulate, light weight

Polar Fleece and cotton, for when it's 40 below.   Trivia:  "Interestingly, -40°C and -40°F are actually the SAME! That means that

from the mark of -40, for each degree that the Fahrenheit scale goes up or down, the Celsius scale only moves 5/9 of a degree.

That's why the freezing point of water is 0°C but 32°F, and the boiling point of water is is100 0°C but 212°F!"  (Source: weather

bureau). Since I've never converted to celsius, I just double the number and add 30 to get Fahrenheit ;)
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@Retshew,  Thank you, , I am so with you, I cook , Sew, Garden, Design, make shoes, Grow veggies, all of it, we need to get

together. I spoke to a church group of this importance recently, they all agreed with me. We are the deliverance we need.
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blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/11/14/what-msm-isn_192..  this is the shocker above all of them.  Well,

almost all of them. www.bitchute.com/.../G4clrGsuKW4e
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Awesome as usual Guillermou. Also found in the mRNA frankenshots according to the "good doctors and scientists": Graphene

Oxide, stainless steel spheres, Hydra, and other organism that seem to come to life after injection due to body heat. There is a

growing concern that the whole scamdemic is being carried out by entities not of our world and the evil cabal carrying out their

agendas. I know that David Icke can sound out of his mind, but I have been following his for years, and he has been right about

everything that he has predicted.
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Did you miss "can kill". There is plenty of evidence that the mRNA vaccines can and do kill patients (victims - they were not sick,

not patients). Any drug that kills also has a damage proLle - how many people it "almost kills", how many it "permanently

disables", but none of this is studied scientiLcally.
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SUMMARY TO SHARE! It was a research team lead by Dr. Barney Graham from the Vaccine Research Center at the NIH National

Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases who created an engineered form of the spike protein that was said to be unable to

make the shape change required to effectively bind to cells like ACE2 making the spike protein "safe" for vaccination, however

new research is showing that the spike protein ALONE, without the presence of infectious virus, can cause the heart

inRammation and also interaction with endothelial cells through a non-infective mechanism involving activation of CD147

receptor signalling... even without any direct infection of the cells themselves!

CD147, also known as Basigin or EMMPRIN is expressed on many cell types - hematopoietic, endothelial cells, leukocytes,

keratinocytes, platelets, and others. pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/25280014  The SARS-CoV-2 Spike protein alters human cardiac

(heart) pericyte function and interaction with endothelial cells through a non-infective mechanism involving activation of CD147

receptor signalling. Cardiac PC express both the ACE2 and CD147 receptors at mRNA and protein level. Incubation of Human

cardiac pericytes (PC) for up to 5 days with SARS-CoV-2 did not show any evidence of cell infection or viral replication.

Next, we exposed the PC to the recombinant S protein (5.8 nM) and conLrmed that the protein engaged with cellular receptors.

Moreover, the S protein promoted the production of pro-inRammatory factors typical of the cytokine storm in PC... Conclusions:

We propose the novel hypothesis that COVID-19 associated heart’s microvascular dysfunction is prompted by circulating S

protein molecules rather than by the direct coronavirus infection of PC. Besides, we propose CD147, and not ACE2, as the

leading receptor mediating S protein signalling in cardiac PC.  

research-information.bris.ac.uk/en/publications/the-sars-cov-2-spike-p..
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The CD147 receptor also is involved with the other known main reported negative effects such as blood clotting, involved with

cancer and a tumor's malignant progression, invasiveness, and metastasis, and the changes of women's cycle. Its also involved

with reduction in the mRNA expression of ACE2 and type I interferons, can make the blood brain barrier leaky, and wreaking

havoc in the DNA repair mechanism of cells, suppressing DNA repair among some of the many research papers.  

We appear to be dealing with a pathogenic spike protein in which delivery is being done through vaccination, and the spike

protein (along with the Lipid Nanoparticles which are also highly inRammatory) are what is causing the covid-19 symptoms and

subsequent new diagnosed cases of covid-19 according to the research, as well as able to be causing the heart issues, blood

clotting etc shortly after being vaccinated. So the spike protein is showing to be PRODUCING all the exact same symptoms of

the very illness it is supposed to be protecting the people from, including the cytokine storm. This spike is not just in use in

Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine, but also in the COVID-19 vaccines by Johnson & Johnson, Novavax, PLzer/BioNTech, and

CureVac.blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/07/21/guess-who-develo..   The S1 spike protein has also been

found in CD16+ monocytes even 15 months later to consider.

www.thailandmedical.news/news/yet-another-alarming-research-Lnding-pe..
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Just a few today to add: This research shows that the S1 subunit of the SARS-CoV-2 Spike protein (S1SP) ALONE was enough

to induce the same COVID-19-like symptoms including severe inRammation of the lungs and cytokine storm-- EVEN WITHOUT

THE PRESENCE OF INTACT VIRUS. For the Lrst time, we report that S1SP produces biochemically, immunologically and

histologically evident COVID-19 like Acute lung injury (ALI), including the “cytokine storm”.

The researchers found that the genetically modiLed mice expressing human ACE2 injected with the S1 subunit of the

SARS-CoV-2 spike protein alone exhibited COVID-19-like symptoms that included severe inRammation, an inRux of white blood

cells, particularly neutrophils, into their lungs, and activation of STAT3 and NFκB pathways in the lung with evidence of a

cytokine storm. The mice that only received saline remained normal. In agreement with these Lndings, we also report a direct

effect of S1SP on human lung microvascular endothelial cell barrier integrity, in culture. Full study:

journals.physiology.org/.../ajplung.00223.2021     scitechdaily.com/sars-cov-2-spike-protein-alone-may-cause-covid-19-lun..   

The full-length S1 subunit of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein alone is capable, without infectious virus, of inducing systemic

damage to microendothelial cells in mice with an analogous pattern of complement activation and increased expression of

cytokines and concomitant thrombosis / hypercoagulability state (blood clotting). This disease pattern strongly resembles the

extrapulmonary manifestations of severe human COVID-19  and suggests that the latter may not represent systemic infectious

virus. Therefore, prevention of the CNS disease so common in severe COVID-19 may require neutralization/removal of the

circulating pseudovirions (such as S1 spike). www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7758180
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CD147 is a novel receptor on platelets, which activates platelets. Platelet expressed CD147 leads to NF-κB–dependent cytokine

release from monocytes demonstrating a direct link between platelets, CD147, and inRammation. Coincubation of platelets with

monocytes induced EMMPRIN-mediated nuclear factor kappaB activation in monocytes with increased MMP-9, interleukin-6,

and tumor necrosis factor-alpha secretion (according to ELISA) by monocytes. pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/18048771     

we provide evidence that SARS-CoV-2 spike protein S1 reduced the mRNA expression of ACE2 and type I interferons in primary

cells of lung bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) from naïve rhesus macaques. The expression levels of ACE2 and type I interferons

were also found to be correlated with each other, consistent with the recent Lnding that ACE2 is an interferon-inducible gene.

Furthermore, induction of ACE2 and type I interferons by poly I:C, an interferon inducer, was suppressed by S1 protein in primary

cells of BAL www.frontiersin.org/.../full  

Type I interferon mediates an important innate immune response against viral infection by directly inhibiting viral replication.

Many conventional chemotherapeutics, targeted anticancer agents, immunological adjuvants are only fully ekcient in the

presence of intact type I IFN signalling. Moreover, the intratumoural expression levels of type I IFNs or of IFN-stimulated genes

correlate with favourable disease outcome in several cohorts of patients with cancer. Finally, new anticancer immunotherapies

are being developed that are based on recombinant type I IFNs, type I IFN-encoding vectors and type I IFN-expressing cells.

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/26027717
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Thanks Gui. Check out https://linuxmint.com/  for an alternative OS.
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The S1 subunit of the spike protein readily crossed the blood–brain barrier in male mice, was taken up by brain regions and

entered the parenchymal brain space. S1 was also taken up by the lung, spleen, kidney and liver. Intranasally administered S1

also entered the brain, although at levels roughly ten times lower than after intravenous administration.

 www.nature.com/.../s41593-020-00771-8   

Research shows that CD147 is also involved with cancer and a tumor's malignant progression, invasiveness, and metastasis.

www.ijcep.com/.../ijcep0049144.pdf  CD147 has been reported to directly enhance angiogenesis via an MMP-independent

mechanism pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/22931464  

In the female reproductive tract, CD147 was found in ovary, uterus, placenta, and fetal membranes. The distribution and

expression of CD147 in endometrium have been reported to be associated with the changes of women's cycle.

www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0015028214001459   academic.oup.com/.../2661526   Authors detected S1

and nucleocapsid in 64% of COVID-19 positive patients, and S1 levels were signiLcantly associated with disease severity.

Correlation between patients with high concentrations of S1 antigen and ICU admission (77%) and time to intubation (within

1 day) was statistically signiLcant.  doi.org/.../hvaa213
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The spike protein generated in response to PLzer/BioNTech (BNT162b2) vaccination is conLrmed it does, in fact, enter the

bloodstream, persists for over a week, and is completely cleared within one month. The clear trend was a rapid increase in spike

protein immediately (1–3 days) after each injection, returning to a baseline level in less than a month www.mdpi.com/.../htm

  This research that recently came out also shows new evidence of the S1 spike protein circulating in the blood after vaccination

with the moderna mRNA-1273 vaccine. 11 of 13 participants exhibit S1 antigen in plasma after the Lrst injection, whereas

nucleocapsid concentrations are insigniLcant in all participants, conLrming that the detected S1 originates from vaccination

and not natural infection.

The spike protein is composed of S1 and S2 subunits. The presence of S1 is likely due to the nature of the encoded mRNA-1273

spike protein, which contains a cleavable S1–S2 site and enables release of S1 from the spike trimer. We observe an increase in

S1 over an initial period of 1–5 days, suggesting that mRNA translation begins immediately after vaccine inoculation.

Interestingly, full spike protein appears in 3 of 13 participants on average 8 days after S1 is produced  doi.org/.../ciab465  

Here we study the effect of isolated SARS-CoV-2 spike protein S1 subunit as potential pro-inRammatory inRammagen sui

generis. We investigate the potential of this inRammagen to directly interact with platelets and Lbrin(ogen) to cause Lbrin(ogen)

protein changes and blood hypercoagulation (clotting)... We conclude that the spike protein may have pathological effects

directly, without being taken up by cells. www.medrxiv.org/.../2021.03.05.21252960v1.full
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Data - thank you for the posts - you end your exposition by stating that the S1 protein is cleared  in less than one month back to

baseline - are you saying that health is thus restored and that unless further boosters are administered you can now relax / -

most pundits predict ongoing immune problems that erode immuno capacity and vulnerability to disease
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Stan, that is a great question that needs a deLnitive answer by the experts, but at the moment the research suggests no, that is

just some of the published recent research, as others show that the S1 spike protein has also been found in CD16+ monocytes

even 15 months later to consider www.thailandmedical.news/news/yet-another-alarming-research-Lnding-pe..  

Numerous studies have already shown that there are possibilities of viral persistence in recovered patients as the SARS-CoV-2

coronavirus is known to further itself into the gastrointestinal tracts and also other organs such as the liver, kidneys and even

the brain www.thailandmedical.news/news/covid-19-news-warning-millions-of-recove..  almost 99 percent of recovered

COVID-19 patients never had a blood test to see if they have the virus still in their blood stream and organs. The only closest

they get are nasal swabs tests when they were recovering. 95 percent of the children with MIS-C had SARS-CoV-2 viral particles

in their stool but no or low levels of particles in their noses or throats, we investigated further and found that viral material

lingering in the gut long after the Lrst COVID-19 infection could lead to MIS-C www.sciencedaily.com/.../210525160845.htm   

A few days ago the article on mercola  Li Tongzeng, deputy director of the respiratory and infectious diseases department at

Beijing You An Hospital, cited research that SARS-CoV-2 survives longer in the anus and feces than in the respiratory tract

oh17.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/treating-long-haul-syndrome-mercol..  which also suggests it may not have been

cleared fully.
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Thank you Gui. I’m so worried about people I know that got the jab. My mom’s neighbor has been sick ever since she got it and

doesn’t connect it with the jab. I’m just trying to keep us healthy and to Lnd some happiness every day. Have a happy

Thanksgiving.
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Hi Datadragon, With all your references, did you note that Dr Fauci's NIAID, where Dr Barney Graham's team engineered the spike

protein initially, was heavily involved in bio-weapons research for the military? Therefore leading to these deadly gene therapy

shots. So now we are subject to Dr Fauci's experiments, either directly or due to shedding? Dr. Fauci/Mr. Hide? They must have

known potential serious dangers at the NIAID, prior to releasing these for injection, yes? That would mean people working at the

NIAID have something much larger to gain than would overshadow concerns for dangers to mankind or to their mandate for

controlling infectious disease. Kinda damaging statement.
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Data - here is an article on MIS-C {= Multisystem InRammatory Syndrome in Children } for those, {like me}, who are unfamiliar

with this term -  www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/mis-c-in-kids-covid-19/symptoms..
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Hi, Gui. I could probably think of 10 more points, such as; it is NOT a "novel" virus, without the bogus PCR tests, there would be

no "pandemic", masks are causing inLnitely more harm than covid ever could, they are also incapable of blocking any viral

particle, etc..

Stan; there will be many more pathogens/diseases coming our way. It's all in the plans and I see it all, with great clarity. The New

Normal, is as far from normal as it gets!
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Thanks Data for your extensive information. Bear in mind that short and long-term damage can also be caused by the multiple

reactions of the body to the “vaccine”. The truth is that COVID vaccines damage your lymph nodes, leading to inRammation. The

cells that do not die, absorb the mRNA so they will be recognized as virus producers and will be attacked by the complement

system. We also have the ADE effect that causes hyperinRammation. They also damage natural killer T cells. Also in this study,

70.56% of the patients who were not in the ICU had reduced levels of total T lymphocytes, CD4 and CD8 T lymphocytes. ICU

patients showed an even higher proportion, with 95% of patients showing a decrease in total T cells and CD4 T cells. 100% of

ICU patients also had low levels of CD8 T lymphocytes.

www.infowars.com/posts/studies-conLrm-covid-injections-destroy-t-cell..  

While normal, healthy people can repair DNA damage caused by low levels of exposure to ionizing radiation, vaccinated people

can barely make the repairs. “NHEJ repair and homologous recombination (HR) repair are two major DNA repair pathways that

not only continuously monitor and ensure genome integrity but are also vital for adaptive immune cell functions,” the study

explains about one such DNA repair component that is negatively impacted by the presence of spike proteins. Cancer rates will

skyrocket among those vaccinated, and when they die, deaths can be attributed to cancer rather than vaccines. It is highly

unlikely that vaccinated people who do not die from cancers will be able to produce viable offspring due to DNA damage in

sperm and eggs. We are facing a new generation of young people with cancer and childhood diseases. We are in the

degeneration of the human race. www.brighteon.com/fef16093-6fd9-43a1-a5cb-cdecb4c63e64  (Nov 19, 2021)

www.mdpi.com/.../htm
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In this study, people who double-inject between the ages of 40 and 70 have already lost about 40 percent of their immune

system capacity from the moment they inject. Then they progressively lose more over time, with a peak loss of the immune

system for many expected to arrive at Christmas. Your immune system is deteriorating about 5% per week (between 2.7% and

8.7%). If this continues, people in their 30s to 50s will have 100% immune system degradation, zero viral defense by Christmas,

and all double-vaccinated people over 30 will have lost their immune system by March of next year.

theexpose.uk/2021/10/10/comparison-reports-proves-vaccinated-developin..  (October 10, 2021)

While normal, healthy people can repair DNA damage caused by low levels of exposure to ionizing radiation, vaccinated people

can barely make the repairs. “NHEJ repair and homologous recombination (HR) repair are two major DNA repair pathways that

not only continuously monitor and ensure genome integrity but are also vital for adaptive immune cell functions,” the study

explains about one such DNA repair component that is negatively impacted by the presence of spike proteins. Cancer rates will

skyrocket among those vaccinated, and when they die, deaths can be attributed to cancer rather than vaccines. It is highly

unlikely that vaccinated people who do not die from cancers will be able to produce viable offspring due to DNA damage in

sperm and eggs. We are facing a new generation of young people with cancer and childhood diseases. We are in the

degeneration of the human race. www.brighteon.com/fef16093-6fd9-43a1-a5cb-cdecb4c63e64  (Nov 19, 2021)

www.mdpi.com/.../htm   Coagulopathies after Vaccination against SARS-CoV-2 May Be Derived from a Combined Effect of

SARS-CoV-2 Spike Protein and Adenovirus Vector-Triggered Signaling Pathways www.mdpi.com/.../htm  (2021)
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Gui, this article explains much of what I've been trying to express in my own clumsy way. Jab/s or no Jab's the biggest

difference is the manipulation and willful ignorance of all the institution's whose supposed main purpose is to expose all the

Jab/s potential harmful side  affects, the true nature of what we are facing. There is an ever-growing mountain of evidence seen

in time on the ground in our personal lives. Yet stubborn sticking to the script handed down from up on high, Rockefeller

Medicine, Fraudci,  Gates edicts.

At most the Jab/s may soften a breakthrough infection. It does not give what has become normally expected results from

traditional vaccines, (something with huge questions to begin with.) It does not stop the spread of infection, and one has to

wonder what is the damn thing spreading when a Jabbed is shedding spike proteins? Don't know about others but when

Exposed to a Jabbed, I am punked out & don't pick up until following Doc's Protocall's that have been working or me. The Jab/s

are not a guarantee against dying from their Gain Of Fraudci's play toy.

Not only are the cases of those Jabbed being the lion's share of those sick from the not only the very thing it is supposed to

protect you from, people are being devasted by the Jab/s themselves. Not only are those cases climbing but around the world

the numbers of those P.O. & protesting are climbing just as rapidly. We also sit and watch as other country's Lnd their thinking

brains and have shut down the BS mandates, lockdowns and such.
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Thank you Retsbew for your example of growing food and clothing. Yes, more self-sukciency is needed, especially due to the

economic crisis that has caused the mismanagement of this false pandenia. Thanks Looking at it very interesting links. We are

facing real damages against people who are suffering and will suffer the serious consequences of the Spike protein, with loss

of immunity, hyperinRammation and DNA damage. The Testimonials Project was created to provide a platform for all those who

were affected after receiving the covid-19 vaccines, and to ensure that their voices are heard as they are not heard in the Israeli

media. www.vaxtestimonies.org/en
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Thank you very much BIG for highlighting other important toxins found in “vaccines”. While we Lnd toxins in "vaccines", the use

of ivermectin is not allowed. Houston Hospital suspends Bowden for being involved in a lawsuit with another hospital over its

use of ivermectin for COVID-19 patients. Huguley Hospital of Texas Health refused to allow Bowden to use ivermectin on Jason

Jones, a patient who has been hospitalized with COVID-19 for more than a month.

Thanks Tracy, Brenda and Randy. All countries where jab uptake is high, including Scotland, Israel, Denmark, and the United

States, are experiencing massive increases in deaths from causes other than "covid."

www.unz.com/mwhitney/excess-deaths-point-to-depopulation-agenda/
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Gui- Here is an article on people getting Covid despite taking Ivermectin after gathering at a conference but notice the tweet

from the FDA if legitimate saying you are not a horse or a cow. People can get still get Covid even with taking ivermectin but

probably would not be a severe case maybe just mild but that is not reported.

www.yahoo.com/.../seven-anti-vax-doctors-covid-100319230.html
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Gui...And consider the immune confusion over decades from "now traditional" Ru shots where a new strain becomes

devastating, leads to pneumonia and death...Or the Lfty other vaccines for non-fatal conditions? ...Or a laundry list of industrial

chemicals and bad foods?...Or the pathetic standards of practice/treatments followed by hospitals?... Or the overall failure of

pharmacare leaving half the public with pre-existing weakness? ...Or the informational vacuum of prevention and common

sense therapies?....We have been screwed at the hands of these medical monopolists forever!...Don't let them tinkle on your

turkey or the feelings of joy and gratitude..and a full belly in front of a warm Lre...a Lne day is all you ever get. What blows me

away is how people become calciLed in beliefs with zero knowledge of facts and zero questioning of popular narratives...
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www.youtube.com/watch   The Outsider Neil Oliver - Scotland - Nicola Sturgeon Neil Oliver:  “I don’t believe the people of Great Britain

would tolerate mandated vaccines.” His description of Boris Johnson hits the nail right on its head!
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Thanks Retsbew. In Europe there are wide demonstrations against the new mobility restrictions. The Government of Austria

approved a general conLnement of at least 20 days from next Monday and mandatory vaccination for the entire population of

the country from February 1, 2022. However, most European countries do not seem willing to mandatory vaccination. In recent

issues of This Week in the New Normal, we mentioned a group of MEPs who held a press conference where they opposed

mandatory vaccination and the “Green Pass”. On the 28th, Lve of those same MEPs held another press conference, and while

the whole thing is worth watching, the highlight is deLnitely German MEP Christine Anderson, speaking for two of the truest

minutes in the history of the EU:

“Across Europe, governments have done everything possible to vaccinate people. We were promised that vaccines will be a

"game changer" and will restore our freedom ... it turns out that none of that was true. It doesn't make you immune, you can still

catch the virus, and you can still be infectious. The only thing this vaccine did for sure was spill billions of dollars into the

pockets of drug companies. " “As for me, I will not be vaccinated with anything that has not been properly examined and tested

and that has not shown strong scientiLc evidence that the beneLts outweigh the disease itself in potential long-term side

effects, which up to the Today I don't know anything about ……. ” The full statement in the link:

off-guardian.org/2021/10/30/watch-meps-protest-vaccine-passports/
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Retsbew, this should underscore you!  www.lifesitenews.com/news/nih-director-laments-covid-misinformation-wa..    NIH

Director Francis Collins said he is concerned that competing theories around COVID-19 are becoming more popularly believed

than information on COVID emanating from national bodies like the NIH and CDC.
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I wrote a very long comment which has disappeared so here is the gist of this. Leahoz, great post. Whilst I agree with the ideal being a

more "Amish" type society, for some of us living without technology is not possible: my husband and I work online, books, websites,

publishing etc. What we are doing is this: 1. We are not jabbed 2. We do wear masks when shopping 3. We eat organic local food

where possible 4. We are lucky enough to live in the country 5. We air the house regularly 6. We restrict our social contact to locals

(before we were very sociable) 7. I take D3/K2, Zinc, Quercetin, Magnesium, Saccharomyces Boulardii, Probiotic, and others

8. Try to stay hydrated with Lltered water 9. Try not to stress - we have stopped watching the news on TV (read it on the PC) 10.

Meditation and prayer 11. Bear in mind that the biggest shield against the darkness is LOVE and hope. The opposite of FEAR  is LOVE

which is the theme of a book I outlined in 2003 that described pretty much this scenario. There are other things, and I for one would

love to hear other people's coping strategies! It is so important to adopt an attitude of non-violence, which is not passive, but powerful

by its very high vibratory frequency. (See David Hawkin's book: Power versus Force) Let's share what we are actually doing to negate

the power of the evil that is being forced upon us! Namaste.
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Hello Pip, negating the power of Evil,  this is close to my heart, a community without morality is lost. There is a lot of lost souls

at there. We need morality, truth, upholding citizen of God,  the 'Right path' which is truth ,love, compassion, morality, and

compassion is the way forward. I was brought up a Catholic, but left with the 10 commandments,  they hold true today.  THE

RIGHT PATH.
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Yes, we need love, self-control, and critical thinking to overcome a chimera called Covid-19 has fostered and promoted the path

of domination over the obedient masses, who contemplate their destiny with resignation, highlighting the criminal spirit of the

leaders of the planet in almost all spheres of state and corporate administration The moral, ethical and spiritual values that

sustain the existence of a healthy society are being undermined by intellectual laziness, commodities and material

conveniences, which violate individual rights. That is what has opened the door to the government of the dictatorship, to a

market devoid of freedoms.

One of the great reasons that people, at any level, seek control over others is that they have not yet evolved and realize that it is

because they have no control over themselves, which in turn is based on fear, one of the two binaries that dominate our

psychology "The expert in geopolitics Pedro Baños, who has been the head of Counterintelligence and Security of the European

Army Corps in Strasbourg, wrote a book on how geopolitics tries to dominate humanity through technology. " Mind Control "and"

How They Rule the World: The 22 Secret Strategies of Global Power "

“We live in a hyper-connected world in which we are permanently immersed in electronic media. And that hyperconnection not

only allows for mind control, but is much more intense across the board. They establish such perfect psychological proLles for

us that probably not even we are aware that this is our psychological proLle ”. It also assures us that we have entered "the

society of resignation, such a state of passivity - or rather, they have us in such a state of passivity and atony - that we are not

capable of reacting, despite the fact that we see how they deceive us every day. , how they lie to us

articulo30.org/politica-defensa/how-they-rule-the-world-pedro-banos/
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The psyop began with newsprint and magazines, then radio, then T.V., then cell phones, and Lnally....to society destroying

"smart phones" which started total societal collapse with "social media" garbage like fakebook, twitter, etc...
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Pipblanc, I draw forever hope from the story of how the Iron Curtain fell in Rumania, by nothing more than the power of the

chanting crowds. That's it! I just love it.  "Be not overcome of evil, but overcome evil with good" Said Jesus. (No particular

religion intended here, just wise statements from others). I wrote and will cross post here for emphasis, that I think we must

nurture our spirit in the same way we nurture our body. Make sure we get daily Soul Food as I like to call it.

Anything that you enjoy, that uplifts you, that you love is Soul Food. Music, horse back riding, swimming in the ocean, writing,

reading, and oh yes be sure to reach out to one friend a day. This can be in person, by internet, by phone or skype, it doesn't

matter, just reach out. Share love and connection with others. Offer support, many people are stressed out to insane degrees

right now, facing jabs or livelihoods at stake. Guess what, they too may not want the jabs. They are under CRIMINAL amounts of

pressure, we must counteract the stress with love and support.

Finally, I hate to say this but I do think during this interval we have to be prepared to release people to the other side of life. A

friend of mine crossed over and miraculously returned to life. She stated about her encounter with the other side, in which she

had not previously believed: "I felt perfect love, I felt perfect peace". We must hold that in mind, should we or someone else lose

someone because of these "Safe and effective" Jabs. And realize that there is a wisdom in the community. We must not be

alone. We must all network together. When we do, we Lnd wisdom and strength beyond our own. "Where two or more are

gathered, there I am among them" said Jesus...again no particular religion intended here. Blessings in rainbow colors and clear

starlight to all. Love of the Spirit and peace, grace and imbue us all. Remember that this is the core of life, and life has a

purpose. Do good, be well. God bless.
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Pipblanc: coping strategy is similar to yours (however lately I’m feeling that even reading Dr Mercola articles are keeping me

anxious and are not good for my well-being, as I’m beginning to realize with everything that’s happened in the last 18 months

and the death of a beloved furry family member that I grieved deeply, and employment changes)  that I am exhibiting signs of

adrenal fatigue. Meanwhile I take a cleansing /detox bath: 1/4 cup baking soda, 1/4 cup borax, 1cup Epsom salts, 1/4 cup

Betonite clay. This recipe is adopted from one from Dr. Carrie and now I have forgotten her last name. I’ll revise this post when I

get her last name.
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Pharma is the most anti life/ anti health  / anti truth organization now operating world wide - politicians are IN BED with Pharma - and

the public are open season SUCKERS that are solely functional as the brunt of Pharma excesses  -  yes, there are messengers that

convey signs and signals and prophecies - these messengers demand that the public save their collective souls by WAKING UP and

departing from the DREAM - their warnings are buried by Pharma's torrent of Pharma LIES and DECEPTION - the public has been

entrained to religiously consider Pharma as AUTHORITATIVE  - Kennedy in his interview with James Corbett states that being AWAKE

and stepping out of the DREAM is the only solution to this coup d'etat that has taken the American and planetary DREAMERS into this

enslavement - Pharma wants you to carry on sleeping through this nightmare existence so that they can freely destroy you after

sucking your assets dry - IS THIS WHAT YOU WANT?? - www.youtube.com/watch
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Hi Stan, InRated numbers may be far worse than many of us have been made aware, appears medical proLteering has been

driving many decisions, hospital administrators either bought off or politicized or both. Posting this for the Brits but no one's on

yet today?? This is a recent Dr Brian Ardis show, "STUART WILKIE EXPOSES THE DEADLY DRUG USED TO KILL SENIORS IN THE

UK!" - www.bitchute.com/.../K77DUF4H9sdX  - note: NOT for the faint of heart, goes way past Dr Fauci's beagle dogs.
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UK!" - www.bitchute.com/.../K77DUF4H9sdX  - note: NOT for the faint of heart, goes way past Dr Fauci's beagle dogs.
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Yes, Stan, to wake up from the dream that the medical and political tyranny is subjecting to humanity this conversation can help:

In a world where scientiLc and medical dissent is marginalized, ridiculed or censored, Alliance for Natural Health International

and co-hosts at the Westreich Foundation, presented an uncensored conversation chaired by a leading, highly published, U.S.

professor of family medicine and public health, Paul Mills, Ph.D. His guests were world leading cardiologist, Peter McCullough,

M.D. MPH FACC, vaccinologist, Geert Vanden Bossche, DVM Ph.D. and our founder, Rob Verkerk MSc DIC PhD FACN. The topic

of conversation was nothing less than some of the key issues around COVID-19, mass vaccination and early treatment that

have split societies all over the world. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/paul-mills-peter-mccullough-geert-..  (11/22/21)
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Stanleybecker, I have always liked what you post. Keep it up Man!!
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rose - thank you for the link - Dr Ardis and Stuart Wilkie lay it out on a plate  - yes, the proverbial "Naked Lunch" Remdesivir and

Medazalin are euthanasia drugs that Pharma uses to destroy the elderly while Lying that they are killing their fellow human

beings "for the good of society" - proLteering diabolically from their monstrous activities - great interview hi Gui - thank you for

the links - I will view and comment - regards stan Leahoz - thank you - PS for British viewers the Matt Hancock insert is

terrifying - this man is like a Fauci voodoo doll - watch at 26 minutes and you will see Matt Hancock discussing the availability

of the euthanasia drug Medazalin with another MP - this is TRULY disgusting footage and a DISGRACE in the history of the

British people - www.bitchute.com/.../K77DUF4H9sdX
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It's crazy how people trust Big Pharma's advertized side effect-carrying drugs and vaccines with heart inRammation, blood

clotting etc. "In life we take risks, we weigh risks vs beneLts" said a friend. I say that risk/beneLt should be a LAST RESORT as

consideration and frankly natural medicine would almost never use this...because in natural medicine, such horriLc risks

ALMOST NEVER EXIST! Side effects if there are any, are minor and the natural remedies can be stopped at any time without

withdrawal symptoms.

And unlike popular belief, natural medicine is scientiLcally studied with regard to pharmacology, chemistry, drug-herb-nutrient

interactions, double blind studies, and much more! I have seen several authorities in action and I know that their scientiLc

prowess is astonishing, not to mention their decades of clinical practicing experience! If only people knew all this, then there

would Not be the madness that we have now with blind faith in untested vaccines carrying death as one of their severe "Side

effects" and seizures, heart attacks....people are crazed, blinded.

As for the denial of which you write Stan, well said, and it can be blind and thick as the walls of a cyclatron. What fear will do!

That was the foundation of the whole plan to hijack the entire globe into worldwide BigPharma dictatorship, using the virus and

especially, fear as its tools. People who think it's all about the virus don't see that these are being used as tools. How can this

blindness happen? Denial can take some people to their graves, and does. It is time, as you say Stan, for the mainstream to

WAKE UP! For the sake of the GENERAL GOOD!
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hi Mirandola - in the interview linked by rose above Dr Ardis compares Ivermectin which cost about a dollar per dose  and has

no side effects with Remdesivir which cost $3000 per dose and has deadly side effects - the NIH suppresses Ivermectin and

pushes Remdesivir - the one only has altruistic motives the other includes motives of proLteering and the murder of innocent

human beings
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Yes Stanley, agreed! And further, if we were to create a list of what "For the general good" Really Is (ironies to insane exponential

powers!) Then we could Lll long pages of typed, not hand written lists. I started one, and it was not a complete list. In bullet

points, about two pages.  Oh and guess what, the N***s believed that they were doing God's will, purging the human race and

that it was, in essence, "For the greater good". It feels like such a sacrilege to even write this I am about to throw up. Some

things don't even belong in the realm of thought, let alone in reality. Whew.
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Mirandola; "for the greater good"? Since the oligarchs consider themselves to be "greater" than the rest of us, it follows that all

of the measures (Medical/Techno Tyranny) is only for "their" good...enriching themselves beyond their wildest dreams!
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randy - Dr Pangloss who was Candide's tutor in the great satirical opus liked to say that "we live in the  best of all possible

worlds" - this statement is explained as follows - "    Pangloss's philosophy encourages a passive and complacent attitude

toward all that is wrong in the world. If this world is the best one possible, than there is no reason to make any effort to change

things perceived as evil or wrong. "
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Hello Everyone, all Mercola commenters, a big Hello.  A solution....we need to create our own communities within their community.

 Because, we all live in their (?) community (a made up civilisation??), we need to develop our own community within that, we rid

ourselves as much as possible, of their technological inRuence, ie: smart phone, smart appliances, etc, disentangle ourselves from

their tech (which we don't need), and watch each other and support each other. With their Lat money system they have enslaved us!.

So we develop a system within a system to support ourselves.

We need to go without the 'TV', 'Smart phone', and any 'Smart devices', almost Amish, in a way.  Basic skills sets are needed. Like, how

to sow Lelds, electricity skills, plumbing, shoe making, building, boiler maker,  sheet metal working, basic healing using natural plants

etc... Get those skilled people into your community.  We can survive their matrix with the right people.  Look out for each other, cover

each others backs,  come together as one 'tribe'. Together we can't be defeated. I remember in the early 1980's of putting 10,000

people in a protest march within 24 hrs, without  a cell phone!!,  You are POWERFULL. Don't forget this!
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Yes, Leahoz, Empowered Communities are a good front in the Lght to achieve natural immunity and the right to evade the Covid

vaccine while avoiding a destructive globalism of come and riches in favor of the tyranny imposed with the Great Reset. . An

initiative to seek the participation of community-based organizations, the support of the true science of health, biodynamic

agriculture and the conservation of the environment with renewable energies, so that together they can achieve concrete,

integrative and sustainable solutions to Lght against the great threat of tyrants who want to dominate bodies and minds.

Permaculture is a basis for achieving empowered communities with a design of sustainable environments in all its dimensions:

social, economic and environmental, where human societies must be able to satisfy their basic needs within ecological limits.

For this we need three ethical principles: Caring for the earth: the conservation of soil, forests and water as necessary for the

development of all living beings. Caring for people: which implies the satisfaction of basic human needs; Distribute surpluses:

inviting to reinvest surpluses in the system. Man should observe nature more and respect it by creating integrated systems,

investing in renewable sources and ensuring the future of future generations.
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Guillermou,  Thank you for your kind thoughts,   Empowered communities are 'A' way forward.  I'm looking at several people who

may have this thinking in my area.  Alone we may not stand, but, together we  may.  In a 5th generational warfare plan, we can

still endure.  Thank you for your response.
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Leahoz, great post. I have posted suggestions below!
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One more point, Leahoz, and thank you for your kind comment. The internet at the moment is important in keeping our

international community together to come up with solutions. Namaster.
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~If using your computer, use a VPN. ~Tuck your cell phone into a mylar bag, this bounces off the radio wave signals (which

means missed phone calls/texts of course). ~Leave your cell phone at home, use it only for emergencies or rare need. ~Learn

self sustaining gardening. ~Collect books from used bookstores, pay cash, about natural health. Keep a library of them from

multiple angles of the health topic.  ~Divert business from Amazon and other giants to the local businesses. ~Practice

spirituality  ~Do things to nurture the soul, there must be food for the soul just as there is food for the body. Staying spiritually

well nurtured helps us to be happier people, and happiness is infectious, a service to the world.  Be well.
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Alternate health network being set up by the “unjabbed” Health professionals in Canada. http://ezrawellness.ca/   Please let’s

support these courageous people who just want to help in the realm of health but have been cast aside because of their choice

not to take the “countermeasure”. We should start calling this thing that we’re supposed to inject into our bodies the

“countermeasure”
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If you absolutely refuse to take a covid “vaccine,” be sure to not only stick to your position, but also make sure not to change the

wording describing your stance.  For example, if you later say “there isn’t a snowball’s chance in hell” that I take the “vaccine,” then,

technically, there is now a “chance” you will take it, at least compared to an absolute “no.”  The ratio describing this change is a bit like

dividing by zero… I seem to recall that’s not possible… or not allowed… or something, but it still worries me that any snowball’s chance

in hell is inLnitely greater than absolutely no chance, which, well…

I’m not sure if that’s a relative or absolute  risk differential, but I’m sure the pharma guys could easily work it out in their favor so that,

before you know it, they’re taking “not a snowball’s chance in hell” to mean “sure, stick me all you like” and they commence

whipping-up new batches of whatever-the-hell they’re concocting (the ingredients of which they prefer we don’t know for around 50

years, which seems relatively reasonable and conLdence inspiring… and absolutely insane). The moral of the story: just say “no.”
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Darzoum, hello, my catch cry is...I WILL NOT COMPLY,  it is now more than just saying NO, it is time to regroup, with like minded

people. This is war, who will survive???  You? Me? that other person down the road?   I hope you and me and that other person

do survive. And I hope many others do as well.
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Very good answer, David. Taking into consideration that the "effectiveness" of the "vaccines" is decreasing, that the

reinforcements of "vaccines" are increasing the damage in people and negatively affecting the immune system, causing

hyperinRammation, the response to the corruption of the misinformation of the "Vaccines" should be a "NO" against diseases

and deaths from "vaccines." Now in the links should be taken into consideration the loss of relative effectiveness to see that the

absolute risk is much higher. This article also discusses the effectiveness of vaccines. WHAT DOES VACCINE PROTECTION

REALLY MEAN www.lewrockwell.com/2021/09/dom-armentano/what-does-vaccine-protection..   In this link some articles by

Dr. Mercola www.lewrockwell.com/.../joseph-mercola
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Guillermou,  you are correct about jab 'EFFECTIVENESS', it is not decreasing!  Lets wait a little while to see what effectiveness is

happening?  Are they working the way they are they are meant too?  Lets wait.  Do you remember the 1918 'Spanish Flu'

hysteria, where everyone ' 'Jab' died. Like some 20M - 50M.  Makes me think  - Mmmmmm. 103 hundred years later.  The same

play book you think!!  HMMM.
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blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2021/11/14/what-msm-isn_192..   People have every right to protect themselves!

Anybody who says otherwise is just plain a bully, and should be decried as such, on the spot! No exceptions and no excuses!

Observation: Darzoum's post about Just Say No, was at the bottom of the forum before. I gave it a "like" to help move it up, and

now here it is back at the bottom again.  What is going on here, that a Just Say No to BigPharma's GMO "vaccines" is at the

bottom of a forum? Is this forum hacked?
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How about this, David: Why would I take an experimental shot (another two years of trials) to protect me from some invisible

"threat" that I've seen absolutely no evidence of, when there have already been a tsunami of reports regarding deaths from

those same shots? Society is in the process of transformation - but, to what?! I pay close attention and I can assure you that

many people's personalities are changing - and not for the better!
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....."SARS-CoV-2 infection induces neutralizing antibodies in all lean but only in few obese COVID-19 patients. SARS-CoV-2 infection

also induces anti-MDA [malondialdehyde, a marker of oxidative stress and lipid peroxidation] and anti-AD [adipocyte-derived protein

antigens] autoimmune antibodies more in lean than in obese patients as compared to uninfected controls."

Think about this in a different way. Forget about the physical appearance that gets labeled obese. The reason for the autoimmune

antibodies is INSULIN RESISTANCE! Elevated fasting insulin levels puts your body in a state of hypersensitivity and this kicks in the

autoimmune system. It is the root cause of 99% of the diseases people get later in life including CANCER. If you get your biometric

screening done ask to have your Vitamin-D levels checked. If vitamin D is lower than 30 and your waist-to-hip ration is over 1 your

most like Insulin Resistant. Here's an easy to understand visual instruction for measuring your waist-to-hip ratio (W2H%). For women,

it should be less than 0.8 and men should be under 0.9. www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=iYpEvqht&id=80A0..
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In reality, men should be under .85 and women should be under .75 for optimum (W2H%). If you failed  both biometrics for Vit-D and

W2H% then you need to get your FASTING INSULIN tested. This requires drawing blood and sending to a lab in most cases. Normal

fasting insulin should be in the  2 to 20 mIU/mL range, with anything under 8 mlU/ml best.......
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………..If you are over 12 mlU/ml it is of concern, but maybe not too alarming. If your HDL cholesterol is over 60 and your LDL

cholesterol is under 100 you probably have nothing to worry about concerning autoimmune antibody response. Assuming you

failed the W2H%, the Vit-D, and Insulin biometric test it’s time for the A1C test. A normal A1C is anything under 5.7. Between 5.7

and 6.4 is considered Pre-Diabetic. Anything 6.5 and over is considered diabetic. Here’s a link to the CDC’s guidelines for A1C. It

should be worth noting that this is on the CDC’s website. That should let you know that there’s a connection between infectious

diseases and Insulin Resistance. They warn you about A1C levels, but your A1C only goes up because your fasting insulin levels

are too high (insulin resistance) www.cdc.gov/.../a1c.html  

The only reason I know all of this was because I had all these problems prior to 1996. I had to Lnd a research scientist who

specializes in metabolic disorders. His major was Biochemistry PhD and MD. His specialty was metabolism. He had like a 90%

success rate in CURING metabolic disorders. Amazingly, when you solve metabolic disorders all other problems go away,

INCLUDING getting sick from colds, Rus, and coronaviruses. Even seasonal allergies go away when you eliminate the

hypersensitive autoimmune response caused by Insulin Resistance. Still, till this day, if I go on an extended carbohydrate binge

(pasta, pizza, potatoes, corn, bread, etc...) I will suffer the consequences with autoimmune problems that were in remission.
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Yes, jamNjim, insulin resistance, obesity and diabetes are the real epidemic. Obesity is closely related to junk food which is

generally high in calories and lack of exercise. Both complement each other. Dr. Mustafa Altay emphasized that 71% of all

deaths in the world were caused by chronic conditions, such as hypertension, obesity, and diabetes. In people over 65, diabetes

and obesity are twice as high, while hypertension is three times as common, he added. "These diseases disrupt the immune

system in various ways and lead to a predisposition to some infections," he said. "According to patient data in China, 80% of

coronavirus deaths were observed at the age of 60 years or older."

The data shows that approximately 40% of the patients who died from the coronavirus have hypertension and 20% have

diabetes. "According to information from Italy, 95% of deaths were observed at the age of 60 years or older, and hypertension

was detected in approximately 75% of patients and diabetes in 35%," he said.

www.aa.com.tr/en/health/chronic-illness-raises-risk-from-covid-19-expe..  

A Lancet article reports obesity could carry severe COVID-19 disease to younger ages. When the pandemic hit Johns Hopkins

Hospital in late March 2020, younger patients began to enter our ICU, many of whom were also obese. An informal survey of

colleagues who run ICUs at other hospitals across the country yielded similar results. At this time, news editorials pointed to

obesity as an underestimated risk factor for COVID-19. This risk is particularly relevant in the US because the prevalence of

obesity is around 40%, compared to a prevalence of 6.2% in China, 20% in Italy and 24% in Spain. Obesity is considered an

epidemic in both the UK and the US Almost 2/3 of the US population is overweight.
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Severe disease involves bilateral interstitial pneumonia that requires ventilatory support in the intensive care unit and can

progress to adult respiratory distress syndrome with high mortality. In a data set of 265 patients (58% male), we found a

signiLcant inverse correlation between age and BMI, in which younger people admitted to the hospital were more likely to be

obese. There was no difference by sex.

Obesity can restrict ventilation by preventing diaphragm excursion, altering immune responses to viral infection, is

pro-inRammatory, and induces diabetes and oxidative stress to negatively affect cardiovascular function. It is concluded that in

populations with a high prevalence of obesity, COVID-19 will affect younger populations more than before.

marlin-prod.literatumonline.com/pb-assets/Lancet/pdfs/S014067362031024..  

Depletion of vitamin D in obese people is a consistent Lnding across all ages, ethnicities, and geographies. This may not always

reRect a clinical problem. Obese people need higher loading doses of vitamin D to achieve the same serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D

as normal weight. The fat solubility of vitamin D leads to the hypothesis that a sequestration process occurs in body fat

deposits, resulting in lower bioavailability in the obese state.

www.ingentaconnect.com/content/wk/coedo/2017/00000024/00000006/art0000..
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An essential factor in life expectancy is obesity. Obese children represent the Lrst generation expected to have a shorter life

span than their parents. Obesity causes heart disease, diabetes, and a general stagnation that encourages cancer. And obesity,

in turn, is caused by eating metabolic disruptors like reLned sugar, hydrogenated oils, and chemical additives. The obesity crisis

may be less dramatic than the opioid epidemic that now affects the nation, but it is just as deadly. Opioids accounted for about

two-thirds of the 64,000 drug overdose-related deaths in 2016. Excess body weight that leads to cancer causes about 7 percent

of cancer-related deaths, or 40,000 deaths each year. The current data is probably more worrying.

www.commonwealthfund.org/blog/2018/rising-obesity-united-states-public..  

Now with Covid-19 we are seeing precisely how metabolic problems such as insulin resistance and obesity and their derived

diseases are causing serious health problems and deaths. Without these health alterations, this coronavirus would have very

few fatalities. As reported by Dr. Mercola, since the pandemic began, 42% of adults in the US reported gaining an unwanted

amount of weight, according to a Harris survey conducted in February 2021. US adults The US reported gaining an average of

29 pounds. www.usnews.com/news/best-states/articles/2021-09-15/the-pandemic-has-w..
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Insulin resistance induces dramatic health consequences, affecting the vessels, heart, brain, and kidneys. Obesity and the

accumulation of fat in the abdomen have been shown to push the diaphragm up and restrict air Row. The reduced lung volumes

subsequently lead to the collapse of the airways in the lower lobes of the lung. The consequences of insulin resistance in

obesity and DM2 can be secondary to three main mechanisms: chronic inRammation, lack of effect of insulin or

hyperinsulinemia. Hyperinsulinemia is the main driver of lung dysfunction. Central obesity hyperinsulinemia induces increased

airway hyperresponsiveness by stimulating airway-related pre-ganglionic parasympathetic Lbers.

Insulin is capable of increasing all pulmonary mechanical parameters, including tissue resistance and tissue elastance,

indicating that the central action of insulin modulates both the more calibrated bronchial branches and the very distal

bronchioles and lung tissue. Insulin resistance in adipose tissue induces macrophage inLltration, developing an inRammatory

state. The molecular mechanisms of this relationship are just beginning to unravel, but it is important to mention that in the

insulin signaling pathway, towards the activation of AKT, there is a complex serine-threonine protein kinase called mTORC2,

which is activated by AKT and is an important mediator of insulin action on glucose metabolism and gene expression. In the

link Similarities and Synergy Between Insulin Resistance / Obesity / Diabetes and COVID-19,

link.springer.com/.../s13098-021-00639-2  (2021)
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Murder ................brandnewtube.com/watch/Lnally-medical-proof-the-covid-jab-is-quot-mur..
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Where they (the international criminal cabal - ICC) is taking us to ....www.henrymakow.com/communism_disguises_illuminati.html
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Consider that the corruption of large corporate elites is destroying our societies. Excessive wealth is a symptom of an

economic system that drains everyone else's wealth, because the largest companies have enough power to exploit employees,

suppliers, customers, governments, and the environment. These people have not "earned" their wealth. They got rich because

they understand how the system is rigged. www.globalresearch.ca/excessive-wealth-disorder-destroying-societies/5..  (2021)
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BEWARE! The number of actual vaccinated are off! There are so many people who advocate that vaccines are completely safe, but

those same people receive doses of saline solution, or just pay for forged vaccine certiLcates. They are paid actors that are blatantly

lying to your face about vaccine safety in order to get you to go against your better judgement and comply. How do you really know the

Queen, or other celebs have actually gotten the vaccine??? You don't. They are enjoying their vitamin booster while you test out a

chemical weapon.
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Do you have a link? I want to know where to get this saline jab with the fake vaccine ID.
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I keep getting more confused! A non-vaccine vaccine that offers absolutely no "protection" at all - is giving 100% "protection"?

"Effective" at what...killing and maiming? Now that PLzer's shot is going after the 5 year olds, in Canada (soon to be down to 2), 'they'

claim that it is 100% effective! Have they ever stated diffently? Safe and Effective is the mantra! Isn't that called Marketing?
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Well, since no one in that age group has died (that we know of) the effectiveness would be zero divided by zero which equals

ZERO!
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Exactly, Jim! I would love for someone to PROVE to me, that this virus actually exists! Apparently and evidently, it is afraid to

come into my neighborhood. That being said; they could always come up with a virus that actually does kill masses of people -

tomorrow...after all, they have them ready and waiting! To be sure...if there actually was a deadly virus attacking us 'globally' and

considering the fact that I take no measures (and being over 70; I'm supposedly at higher risk) and live my life as normally as

possible - I would most certainly be dead/dying. I'm not even close to that. I haven't had a cold or Ru in the 12 years, since I

stopped taking the Ru shot - covid is no exception!
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Someone needs to debunk the article in the New York Times today that has lots of charts, one of which says that the current death

rate from covid is 13 times higher for the unvaxed vs the vaxed. Where are they getting these numbers from? Let's not fall into their

trap. Here's the link to the article: www.nytimes.com/.../covid-cases.html
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Even the vaccine's relative effectiveness was BS. It went something like this: The trials had 44,000 in the test group, and another

44,000 in the control group. A month or two later, around 94 people tested positive--85 were from the unvaccinated group and 9 were

from the vaccinated group. So, when you divide 85 by 94, voila, over 90%! The thing is that 94 out of 88,000 is statistically

insigniLcant. There were still 87,906 subjects that we don't know their infection status. Not long after that, they vaccinated the control

group, so there is no data showing true effectivity of the vaccines. One Lnal point illustrating the BS. The vaccines never targeted the

virus, they targeted only the spike protein. So testing for the virus is meaningless. But that didn't stop them from spreading their

deadly misinformation.
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This makes sense with what I am seeing also, I work in a LTC facility and before the "vaccines" were available we only had a handful of

residents who had Covid, no one died, after the vaccines came out we have had 2 more surges of Covid, in the 1st one just 1 person

died and we think it was from other causes but it will say Covid on the death certiLciate, and we are having a 3 surge, brought in by a

"vaccinated" individual and spread like wildLre throughout the staff and residents, but so far no deaths.
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watch this, mind boggling...Politicians becoming completely unhinged... I am still in shock after watching this

 ...Australia...www.youtube.com/watch?v=gR8cxPQuyvQ&lc=z23jznqqsyjrzhr4g04t1aokg1u..
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the contagion of MADNESS spreads to the bribed politicians
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“Finding the occasional straw of truth awash in a great ocean of confusion and bamboozle requires intelligence, vigilance, dedication

and courage, But is we don’t practice these tough habits of thought, we cannot hope to solve the truly serious problems that face us –

and we risk becoming a nation of suckers, up for grabs by the next charlatan who comes along.”   Carl Sagan  “Pseudo Reality of

COVID-19 – Dr Fauci” vs “Reality of Common Sense.”     IMHO – the “smoking gun” is revealed by the work of Dr. David Martin – follow

the patents, follow the money.  forbiddenknowledgetv.net/dr-david-martin-who-they-are-the-names-and-fa..   Do the right thing – share

the truth.
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So...what can you do if you did receive the vax.  Didn't really want it but was pressured by family.  Can you protect yourself from further

damage?
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My daughter-in-law has a friend who is nurse in Illinois and she called her crying; for the Lrst time ever as a nurse she had a 8 year old

die of a heart attack 48 hours after second dose.   An eight year old.  So this shot is worth the ice of eight year olds?  I have no words

for the evil that exists today.  Stand for truth, and stand strong, dissuade where you can...we are in a battle now for the children.
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Vermont was such a great place prior to covid. But now, being a red pill person in this bluest of blue states is a daily nightmare. This

week, as most people are focused on Thanksgiving, the legislature is attempting to pass a bill that would allow individual towns and
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week, as most people are focused on Thanksgiving, the legislature is attempting to pass a bill that would allow individual towns and

municipalities to enact their own mask mandates. Not that it's needed, of course. It's a state full of people who wear masks while

driving all alone in their cars. I'm surrounded by highly educated idiots!
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in the realm of idiocracy being educated might even be worse than being uneducated
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Okay, perhaps I'm being unkind. But it's such an isolating place. I know there are others who are awake, but the censorship and

cancel culture here are so pervasive that simply speaking one's mind is enough to get one doxxed out of a job. I know I could

simply move to a red state and surround myself with smarter more enlightened individuals, but I've put too much time and effort

into our little homestead to just walk away that easily.
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Stan, indeed. I've heard it said that having knowledge may render one educated, but putting that knowledge to fruitful use is

what makes one intelligent. Vermont, unfortunately, does not grow much fruit.
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nothingsound
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I like the word dolt.  And this proves that education has nothing to do with being about to think for yourself.  I have found those

who are highly educated today are those less likely to think outside of the box or think outside the indoctrinated garbage they

stood under while in college.
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nothingsound, your assessment of today's educational system is rather accurate. I have found it most unsettling to watch my

alma mater and most other institutions of higher education fall in line and goosestep to the mainstream narrative while

suppressing any discussion of data to the contrary. Ironically, what I learned in high school and college is what helps me to see

the truth of the science which hides in plain view while those who claim science as their god either cannot or will not see the

obvious misalignment of "approved science" with the scientiLc method they claim to teach and uphold.
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I have "highly educated" friends. I attempted to explain to them, sometime back, that when it comes to being brainwashed and

conditioned by the mainstream corporate media, the level of education is irrelevant. They "choose" to believe the lies and

deception, over what I tell them (or send them). I know that they've all had their shots (they Ry frequently) and now the husband

has aggressive prostate cancer. This is not a good situation to be in. Who knows, how his "treatments" will interact with the

covid nanobots! There has never been such a strange time.
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AndymAndym
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I read a while ago that injuries from the jab were batch-speciLc. It would make sense, based on the abject failure of animal trials, that

most of the jabs administered are placebos. I believe ALL animals die in corona virus vaccine safety studies. One would assume a

similar percentage of human deaths. The only reason for the discrepancy that I can think of is that most of the jabs are placebos. Can

anybody shed some light on my little theory?
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deviousness of any stripe cannot be denied - the Death Shot would then be randomized to allay suspicion
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It sounds about right to me.
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So, as I recall and understand, and please correct me if I am wrong,  PLzer wants to keep their data on their vaccines locked up and out

of public view for 55 years. Therefore, by keeping their data—-information—-locked up, one cannot use that data to make a fully

informed decision, i.e., informed consent is not possible. I’m 62 years old. PLzer has my permission to dig up my dead body and give

me the harpoon then. That way, they can say with certainty that their product did not cause my death. Then and only then will the shot

be considered by me to be “safe and effective.” 

😂
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I heard that on the news too. It appears the court is going to allow this? Correct me if I'm wrong! It just shows they are all in

collusion on this. I guarantee you NONE of them got the shot. I don't know if it is still true, but it was like April or May of 2021

when the CEO of PLzer was called out for not getting the JAB! I imagine he did like Fauci, and all the other LIARS, and staged a

press conference showing him getting the jab and I'm sure it was saline.
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That's exactly how evil criminals operate. They always set future dates, when they know full well that they will no longer be

around...unless their "life-extension" technologies actually work!
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"While AstraZeneca boasted a relative reduction of 100%, the absolute reduction was 0.01%. For the PLzer shot, the relative risk

reduction was initially 95%, but the absolute risk reduction was only 0.84%" Can someone explain the difference between relative and

absolute as it pertains to the shot? Thank you
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how come you are literate enough to read the story at as glance but cannot read vthe explanatory article? - the laziness that you

display has resulted in this Lasco - switch off the TV and put some effort into YOUR SALVATION
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Hi Formaggio—here’s a good video on the subject. In the PLzer trials, 8 people in the vaxx group got sick, while 160 in the

placebo group got sick. 8/160=0.05, or 5%, so 95% percent RELATIVE Risk Reduction. BUT there were about 21,000 people in

each group. So for the vaxxed group, 8/21,000 = 0.0004; placebos 160/21000 = 0.008. So that’s 0.04% versus 0.8% infection

rate. 0.8 - 0.4 = 0.76% ACTUAL Risk Reduction. thehighwire.com/.../covid-vaccine-less-than-1-effective
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andy - the placebos vary - some are vaccines of a variety of types - saline is not always used - so no placebo standardization -

and then they gave the controls the MRNA as well in order to completely destroy all further investigation of their FRAUDULENT

data
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Dr. Mercola published some absolute irrigation data is close to 0%. The relative risk is the quotient between the risk in the group

with the exposure factor or risk factor and the risk in the reference group, which does not have the exposure factor. However,

the absolute risk is the probability that a subject has of suffering an event over a certain time.

Several biological obstacles continue to challenge mRNA development. vaccines, including "the extremely large mRNA size,

burden, intrinsic instability, and high susceptibility to enzyme degradation. The trials were not designed to provide evidence of

the ekcacy of the vaccine for protection against asymptomatic infections. In addition to bias Reporting of results, information

bias may also have affected the COVID-19 vaccine trial results due to a misclassiLcation of SARS-CoV-2 infections as mild

adverse effects of vaccines. It is best to read the following Dr. Mercola references:

In the Lrst link there is an example of the percentage of events in the vaccine group, the experimental event rate (EER) or the

risk of infection in the vaccine group (1/100 = 1%), and the percentage of events. in the placebo group it is the control event rate

(CER) or the risk of infection in the placebo group (2/100 = 2%). The absolute risk reduction (ARR) is the disease risk difference

between the placebo and vaccine groups, that is, the CER minus the EER (2% -1% = 1%)
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In "Outcome Reporting Bias in COVID-19 mRNA Vaccine Clinical Trials" Ron Brown, Ph.D. calculates the absolute risk reduction

for PLzer’s and Moderna’s injections, based on their own clinical trial data, so that they can be compared to the relative risk

reduction reported by these companies. Here’s a summary of his Lndings: PLzer/BioNTech vaccine BNT162b2 — Relative risk

reduction: 95.1%. Absolute risk reduction: 0.7% Moderna vaccine mRNA-1273 — Relative risk reduction: 94.1%. Absolute risk

reduction 1.1% Outcome Reporting Bias in COVID-19 mRNA Vaccine Clinical Trials (oyetimes.com) www.mdpi.com/.../199  

In a July 1, 2021, commentary in The Lancet Microbe, Piero Olliaro, Els Torreele and Michel Vaillant also argue for the use of

absolute risk reduction when discussing vaccine ekcacy with the public. They too went through the calculations, coming up

with the following: PLzer/BioNTech — Relative risk reduction: 95%. Absolute risk reduction: 0.84% Moderna — Relative risk

reduction: 94%. Absolute risk reduction: 1.2% Gamaleya (Sputnic V) — Relative risk reduction: 91%. Absolute risk reduction:

0.93% Johnson & Johnson — Relative risk reduction: 67%. Absolute risk reduction: 1.2% AstraZeneca/Oxford — Relative risk

reduction: 67%. Absolute risk reduction: 1.3%  COVID-19 vaccine ekcacy and effectiveness—the elephant (not) in the room  The

Lancet Microbe www.thelancet.com/.../PIIS2666-5247  (21)00119-1/fulltext?ltclid=
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This article also discusses the effectiveness of vaccines. WHAT DOES VACCINE PROTECTION REALLY MEAN

www.lewrockwell.com/2021/09/dom-armentano/what-does-vaccine-protection..   In this link some articles by Dr. Mercola

www.lewrockwell.com/.../joseph-mercola
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Forget about 'relative' vs 'absolute' and all the other distractions from the main "threat" here. My risk of "catching" covid is ZERO!

How have I "calculated" this? Well, throughout this covid PsyOps, I have not taken ANY "measures" to "protect" me from this

"deadly" virus, in what will soon be 2 years of this covid insanity. The only thing that I've done; is to take care of my own health -

as always. Covid is NOT an issue for me. The Medical/Techno Tyranny; on the other hand - is a HUGE issue!
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Imo there is no covid only death by vaccine and we are led to belive covid is real due to covid (vaccine) deaths its as simple as that, the

more deaths by vaccine we are fed and led to belive is real the more they will ramp up the need to vaccine the remainder of the world

populace, the answer is to detach from suppossed reality and create your own, turn off your main stream tv's radios internet except

reliable assets like mercola.com or EraoRight.com and other white hat sites and just ignore the goverment sites such as who and all

the rest of the gang. they can not do anything if you shut them out ignore them and they really will just fade away.

what they want is for you to be perpetually in fear they cannot feed if there is no fear they will wither away. be happy people smile and

laugh with everybody you will soon see who is light and who is dark and the dark are really on their last legs open your eyes and see

how much they are panicking your general mcaurther once said ''old soldiers never die they just fade away'' well this is true of the dark

agenda manipulators they will never give up but they will just fade away once you stop giving them youer energy much love to all.

Dearest seedsaver37 thousands of people did not die of covid before vaccine because the statistics of other deaths were elevated to

reRect the supposed death rate of covid and the health sevices goverment institutions and most media outlets were and are complicit

in this, in other words they convinced 99% of the world population that there was a problem hence the vaccine.
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I have no intention of having this vaccine, but you need to think about what you just wrote: " there is no covid only death by

vaccine".  Sorry, but thousands of people died well before the vaccine was available. How do you explain that?
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I don't accept your explanation.  And people are still dying in Third World Countries that have low access to vaccines.
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seedsaver - in case you haven't heard - the human species is NOT immortal
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